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Abstract
In the spirit of continuing the success of Ops Bersepadu towards shifting the
use of private vehicle to public transport during the festive season, various
government and non-government agencies had taken a step further in
providing more facilities to encourage the public to use public transportation.
During the 2008 Hari Raya Aidilfitri period, several government and nongovernment agencies collaborated in setting up a temporary express bus
terminal at the Bukit Jalil National Stadium in order to facilitate the increased
demand for balik kampung services to the South (Negeri Sembilan, Melaka
and Johor). An evaluation on the performance of the temporary express
bus terminal with regards to passenger safety and the environment was
carried out by the Malaysian Institute of Road Safety Research (MIROS).
The main objectives of this evaluation were to study the practicability of the
temporary bus terminal in relation to road safety aspects and to recommend
to the organiser the appropriate safety measures for future implementations.
Several aspects with regard to the operation of the temporary express bus
terminal were assessed for its safety implications to the terminal users as well
as to the public. Assessments were carried out through site observations and
questionnaire surveys. The findings were compared to a standard practice of
a bus terminal set-up which consisted of 10 main requirements with a total
of 48 safety practice elements. The temporary express bus terminal overall
safety assessment met 46% of the safety practice elements. The requirements
which have the most safety compliance (60% above) are the: (1) bus terminal
location; (2) pedestrian facilities (the terminal vicinity); (3) bus berth design;
(4) waiting area; and (5) the terminal security set-up. The two set-up
requirements which are the passenger platform design and terminal user
facilities failed most of its safety standards and should be targeted as future
improvement strategies.

ix
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1.

Introduction

Malaysia’s highways and major roads become extremely congested during
festive seasons, namely Hari Raya Aidilfitri, Chinese New Year (CNY),
Christmas and Deepavali. It is common practice for Malaysian city dwellers
to take advantage of long holidays during the festive seasons to return to their
respective hometowns. This tradition inevitably generates a high volume of
traffic on all highways and major roads nationwide. The consequent result
of high volume traffic is an increased number of accidents with the number
of deaths per day exceeding the annual daily average during this festive
period. In 1996, when no intervention strategies were implemented, a total
of 321 deaths, constituting 20 deaths per day during the 15 days of the festive
season, were recorded (Radin 1998).
In 2006, Malaysia recorded a relatively high number of road accidents
totalling 341 232 and with 6 278 cases of fatalities, contributing to an average
of 17.2 deaths per day (MIROS 2007). To counteract this alarming problem, an
integrated OPS Bersepadu for the Hari Raya Celebration of 2007 was launched.
MIROS’ research had shown that Ops Bersepadu had been effective in reducing
fatal accidents, fatalities and motorcycle fatalities. The actual cumulative
number (ACN) of fatal accidents was less than the projected cumulative
mean (PCM) of fatal accidents by 37 cases during the 14-day period of the
Ops (MIROS 2007). The number of fatalities also dropped by 45 cases and
specifically, the actual cumulative number for motorcyclist was lower than
the projected cumulative mean by 40 cases (MIROS 2007).
The Ops Bersepadu was a success due to the comprehensive intervention that
was introduced by the Ministry of Transport (MOT) during the festive season.
One of the main strategies was aggressive promotion on the use of public
transport – adding more buses, trains and flights and encouraging public
especially motorcyclist to opt for safer modes of transportation such as public
transport. During Ops Bersepadu 2007, MIROS showed that there was a modal
shift between public and private transport users. The number of motorcyclists
declined from 22.3% in 2006 to 4.7% in 2007, when they shifted to other safer
modes mainly cars (56%) and buses (19%) (MIROS 2007). The ratios of private
to public transport usage also decreased from 85:15 to 82:18 during the Hari
Raya period (MIROS 2007). In summary, it was evident that the Ops Bersepadu
was a successful intervention exercise, initiated by the various authorities in
shifting the mode of transport to a safer and reliable mode.
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For the 2008 Hari Raya Aidilfitri, several government and non-government
agencies collaborated to manage the expected increase in demand for public
transportation and also to minimize traffic congestion in the Kuala Lumpur
city centre. A temporary express bus terminal was set-up in Bukit Jalil to
facilitate trips to the southern region (Negeri Sembilan, Melaka and Johor).
By doing this, the Puduraya bus terminal can expand its capacity to handle
passengers heading to other parts of the country.
This was also aimed at promoting the use of public transport during the balik
kampung season where the location of the temporary terminal was chosen to
be easily accessible to the public. The location of the temporary bus terminal
is shown in Map 1. According to records, the temporary bus terminal started
its operation on the 15th of September 2008 and ended on the 6th of October
2008, which falls on the 6th day of the Hari Raya Festival.

Bus terminal

Map1 Location on the temporary express bus terminal at Bukit Jalil Stadium
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Several governments and non-governmental bodies teamed-up to set up the
temporary express bus terminal. These agencies were:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Ministry of Entrepreneur and Co-operative Development (MeCD)
Commercial Vehicle Licensing Board (LPKP)
Royal Malaysian Police (PDRM)
Kuala Lumpur City Council (DBKL)
UDA Holdings (UDA)
National Sports Complex
Road Transport Department (JPJ)
Public Works Department (JKR)
Bus companies

In short, the Malaysian government hopes that the provision of this temporary
express bus terminal will eventually increase more public to use express
buses as a safer alternative mode of transport during the festive season and

2.

The Objectives

LPKP and UDA Holdings requested MIROS to undertake an extensive safety
evaluation study on the temporary express bus terminal before, during and
after Hari Raya 2008. This document describes the evaluation carried out by
MIROS on the effectiveness of the said bus terminal at Bukit Jalil Stadium.
The main objectives of this evaluation are:
a.
to study the practicability of a temporary bus terminal in relation to
road safety aspects; and
b.
to recommend to the organiser the appropriate safety measures to be
taken for future implementations.
In order to achieve the main objectives, a list of specific objectives was
formulated to support the evaluation process.
1.
2.
3.
4.

To examine safety implications of the existing site condition.
To review safety issues around the vicinity of the terminal.
To evaluate safety issues inside the terminal.
To assess safety aspects during the terminal operation.

It is MIROS’ contention that with proper design and further incentives
from participating terminal authority, this terminal has the potential
to serve as a catalyst for public convenience, to promote public
transportation, to foster entrepreneurship and economic development,
and to ensure quality in safety and health in Malaysian’s public
transportation system.
3
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3.

Literature Review

In general, shifting the mode of transport from a vulnerable vehicle such as
motorcycle to a much safer vehicle such as the bus can reduce the risk of injury
significantly. This was proven in research in other developed countries such as
Sweden, Norway and Denmark which had identified buses as the safest form of
transport and car users could reduce their total risk of injury by using regional
trains or buses. This was derived from risks that Plates estimated on the basis
of the official accident record (Elvik and Vaa 2004). Elvik and Vaa (2004) also
concluded that changes in the modal split of travel was contributed in reducing
the total number of injuries in traffic by encouraging people to use the modes
of travel which have the lowest expected number of injuries for a given travel
distance. In summary, the risks of being injured can be drastically reduced by
shifting the mode of transport to a much safer form such as the bus.

Bus-Pedestrian Collision
Based on the findings of Pecheux et. al (2008) reported in TCRP Report 125, the
key factor influencing the occurrence of right-turn or left-turn collisions with
pedestrians might be that pedestrians have difficulty recognising that buses
are about to turn. This is because when buses turn, they pivot on the rear axle
consequently moving forward and then sweeping an arc as the bus follows
through the turn. The report also states that to the pedestrian, at first glance, it
may appear that the bus is moving straight forward through the intersection or
an entrance when in fact the bus is initiating a turn. Believing the bus is going
straight, the pedestrian makes the decision to enter the crosswalk. Consequently,
when the bus begins to move laterally into the turn, the pedestrian is already in
its path, thus setting up a situation in which a collision could occur.
According to Pecheux et. al (2008), bus-pedestrian collisions at a crosswalk and at
crowded bus stops are due to the followings.
At crosswalk:
1.
Bus components—including the A-pillar, the fare box, and the side
mirrors—might create blind spots, which obstruct the operator’s view of
pedestrians.
2.
Visual obstructions outside of the bus such as posts, vendors, and
signages may also block an operator’s view of pedestrians.
3.
Various characteristics of pedestrians and the environment might make
people more or less visible to a driver:
a.
someone who is small or slow-moving;
b.
someone who is wearing dark clothing; or
c.
the absence or lack of adequate street or crosswalk lighting.

4
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At crowded bus stops or platforms:
1.
large demand for the bus;
2.
limited sidewalk space; and
3.
sidewalk obstacles.
TCRP Report 125 also reports that a crowded bus stops or platforms can create
spillage of people onto the road and thus, risks of accidents with the bus pulling
at the stop. It cites that crowded bus stop locations can lead to various problems,
including:
1.
2.
3.

pedestrians standing too close to the roadway as a bus arrives at the stop;
pedestrians pushing as the bus arrives at the stop; or
conflicts among passing pedestrians and those waiting to board a bus.

In conclusion, bus-pedestrian collisions were generally caused by poor vision of
the pedestrians on the crosswalk, and close contact between pedestrians and the
bus in or near the roadway in the case at a crowded bus stop.

Bus-Pedestrian Safety
Referring to Pecheux et. al (2008), applying traffic engineering and roadway
design in a surrounding where bus and pedestrian closely interact such as
crosswalks, bus station and terminal can improve safety by reducing the
potential conflicts between buses and pedestrians. Buses and pedestrians can be
separated physically by roadway elements (e.g., curbs, refuge medians); devices
(e.g., bollards, fences); structural elements (e.g., bridges, tunnels); and the use of
aesthetics (e.g., shrubbery). In addition, traffic engineering and roadway design
strategies can be used to bring attention of one mode to the other. For example,
roadway markings such as crosswalks and signage can be used to warn operators
of the presence of pedestrians.
Based on TCRP Report 125 again, the location of a bus stop or platform relative
to the roadway or pathway may play a role in some collisions when buses are
pulling into a bus stop. Hence, placing a bus stop or platform at a suitable location
can prevent collision between bus and pedestrian.
1.
2.

A bus stop or platform that is located too close to the roadway provides
no positive separation between pedestrians and passing vehicles.
A bus stop or platform that is set back too far from the roadway for the
pedestrian to be seen by an approaching bus operator may lead the
pedestrian to encroach into the roadway to be more visible.

In conclusion, traffic engineering measures such as roadway design can improve
the safety of the pedestrian when expose to bus movement. In addition, the bus
stop or platform has to be set not too close or too far away from the roadway in
order to prevent bus-pedestrian collision when the bus is pulling for a stop.
5
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Bus Terminal Consideration
There are various definitions as to what is a bus terminal. According to Jotin
Khisty and Kent Lall (1998), the term Terminal is the nodes where travel and
shipment begins or ends such as parking garages, off-street parking lots, loading
docks, bus stops, and airports are some examples. Nevertheless, the term “bus
terminal” is interpreted broadly here, covering a range from a simple bus stop
on a local street, through bus stops on freeways downtown, and bus terminals to
outlying off-street bus terminals and park-ride facilities (Edwards 1992). Hence,
the bus terminal terminology can be adopted in this evaluation of the temporary
express bus terminal.
There are several basic requisites which need to be considered before any bus
terminal is set up. Based on the Transport Planning Handbook, an express bus
terminal should be considered when the following general conditions apply
(Edwards 1992).
1.
2.
3.

Land availability: Land and buildings are available or will become
available through urban development.
Bus volume concentrations: Terminals should be provided wherever onstreet operations of terminating buses disrupt general traffic.
Destination accessibility: Terminal should be located within walking
distance of most passenger destinations. As explained by Pushkarev
and Zupan (1975), pedestrian will typically not walk more than a mile
to work and more than half a mile to catch a bus, and 80% of their distances
travelled will be less than 3 000 ft. Terminals with exclusive bus
connections to freeways or busways are feasible where the central
business district (CBD) is compact or where a high-capacity transit service
is available for supplementary distribution. Transfer to local rapid transit,
street cars, and buses are an essential feature of many existing and
proposed terminals.

In short, a bus terminal must satisfy three basic requisites which are: (1) land
availability; (2) bus volume; and (3) destination accessibility before it is being set
up.

Bus Terminal Essential Infrastructure
When the pre-requisite for a bus terminal is fulfilled, the essential infrastructure
is required to be built or acquired. Although there is no specific requirement
available for the setting up of the temporary express bus terminal, according to
the Institute of Transportation Engineers (ITE), a typical and desirable functional
bus terminal are identified as per below (Edwards 1992).

6
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Grade-separated bus entry and exit.
Direct pedestrian connections to other modes, including taxis.
Separate commuter and intercity bus levels.
Separate commuter bus loading and unloading areas.
Parallel unloading areas with passing lanes for commuter buses.
Commuter bus loading areas in shallow saw-tooth platforms.
Closely stacked saw-tooth loading-unloading platforms with passing
lanes for intercity service.

Summing up, the essential infrastructure for a bus terminal are those which
provide obvious separation between passengers and the buses or other public
transportation such as taxis and intercity buses by means of providing segregated
area for loading and transferring of passengers.
Once a bus terminal operation commences, it must be able to retain or attract
ridership by providing appealing amenities to the public. In conjunction to this,
according to TCRP Report 46, there have been innovations in amenities that
increase transit ridership which include (Banerjee et. al (2005) as cited in TCRP
Report 46):
1.
2.
3.

introduction of a new system at bus shelters using mist to keep waiting
passengers cool;
inclusion of a public park around station area where noontime concerts
and ongoing community cultural events may be staged; and
equip the bus terminals with bike lockers and racks, a bike police patrol
office, trees, and restrooms, and space to accommodate some joint
development for food establishments, day care, and dry cleaning service.

In addition to this, people react positively to amenities designed to improve their
transit experience. Passengers especially appreciate these when basic service
characters such as frequency, efficiency, safety and reliability are perceived by
passengers to be well under control (TCRP Report 46). In conclusion, welldesigned amenities may improve passengers experience and attract ridership.

Bus Terminal Basic Design
The bus terminal standard design is dictated by several fundamental engineering
elements such as the dimension of the bus lane and runway width, clearance
height, ramping grades, and headroom and side-clearance. According to
Edwards (1992), ITE has laid out several key requirements for the bus terminal
dimensions and maneuverability which influence its design and are described
as follows.

7
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1.
2.

3.
4.
5.

Bus lane width: 3.048 m (10 ft) wide for 2.4 m (8 ft) wide vehicle and
3.35 m (11 ft) wide for 2.3 m (8.5 ft) wide buses.
Runway width: Double-width or two-lane runways should be provided
wherever possible. They allow passing and overtaking of buses and
provided temporary storage. Unloading bus roadways should be two
lanes wide to enable empty or lightly loaded buses to proceed past a
heavily loaded bus. This is essential where the unloading roadway is also
the only terminal entrance. Double lane roadways should be at least
6.1 m (20 ft) wide for overtaking buses parked close to the curb; a 6.7 m
(22 ft) width is preferable, especially where bus manoeuvring space is
limited.
Additional clearance and width: Width and radii of driveway entrances
and exits to runways should permit vehicles to operate without extremely
sharp turns.
Ramping: Ramp grades to and from street roadways should be set to
avoid rough treatment of vehicles and passengers, particularly when
buses are heavily loaded.
Headroom and side clearance: Adequate headroom and side clearance
must be provided where buses enter terminal buildings and other
structures. Minimum side clearance to all structures along the roadway
should be at least 0.305 m (1 ft). Vertical clearance should be at least
3.66 m (12 ft) for typical equipment. Special allowance should be made
for use of terminals by deck-and a-half or double-decker buses.

Therefore, by ensuring that the minimum design standard of the bus terminal is
fulfilled, only then a bus terminal is capable of functioning at its desired intention.
The most fundamental design element of a bus terminal is the design and the
arrangement of the bus loading platforms. According to Transport Planning
Handbook, the design and arrangement of bus loading platforms should be
scaled to specific capacity and operational requirements, they are described as
follows (Edwards 1992).
1.

2.
3.

Intercity buses or express bus services: Intercity buses have long layovers
times to allow for passenger loading and unloading and handling
baggage and parcels. Berth capacity is low, typically about two buses per
hour, and layover times of more than 30 minutes are common. Closely
stacked saw-tooth platforms should be provided. They allow greater
passenger amenity because they can be readily enclosed and climate
controlled.
Berth requirements: Berth space requirements should use queuing theory
and /or simulation analysis.
Unloading platforms: Unloading platforms length should reflect: (a) the
number of berth required to accommodate peak unloading passenger
volume; and (b) bus pull-in, pull-out, and tail-out characteristics. In the
event where a considerable number of empty buses enter a terminal with
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4.

5.

6.

7.

need to stop at the unloading runway, manoeuvre by a physical divider
should be provided.
Loading platforms: Loading platform space and arrangement is generally
the most critical feature in terminal operation where rush-hour conditions
predominate. Separate loading spaces for different main routes or
destinations should be provided. For a simple one-route operation, all
bus berths generally can be located on one platform. However, where
several bus routes are involved, the number of routes or different types of
services assigned to one platform should be held to the lowest minimum
possible – preferably not more than two or three. Loading platform
widths for simple operations may be as narrow as 8 ft; however,
platforms requiring substantial queuing of accumulated passengers and
involving considerable circulation should be at least 4 m (12 ft) wide.
For saw-tooth positions, loading platforms parallel to the bus door
should be at least 5 feet wide.
Passenger platform: Loading and unloading spaces and bus lanes may
form one continuous flat surface for low cost or temporary terminal
layouts. For permanent installations, passenger loading platforms
should be raised to better define passenger and vehicle spaces, provide
drier, cleaner surfaces on which to stand, and provide greater convenience
and safety in stepping into or out of the buses. Passengers should be
protected from buses in multilane terminals by means of guard railing
fencing along the back edge adjacent to the net vehicle lane.
Platform shelters: Canopy-type shelters over loading areas on open
lots are important for patron convenience and protection. They
should provide vertical clearance equal to that for terminal doorways,
thereby allowing canopies to extend a foot or more over the roof of
vehicles for increased protection against rain.
Other facilities: Intercity or interstate bus terminals should provide
ancillary pedestrian and bus services facilities. Passenger concourses
should be enclosed well lighted and climate controlled. Restaurants,
news stands, stores, dispatch offices, and rest rooms should be provided.
Revenue from consumer services can be quite significant in helping to
cover the capital and operating costs of the terminal, so as not to create
undesirable social situations.

In conclusion, the design and arrangement of a bus loading platforms are
essential in order to cater a certain volume of passengers and ensuring the flow
of the buses within the terminal runs at full capacity without disruption.
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4.

The Methodology

The approach of this evaluation report is through visual reconnaissance,
surveys, and interviews through questionnaire to develop broad performance
measures of station area interface with the public needs. Based on the research
and analysis, this evaluation report will develop a workable design guideline
for future implementation strategies and recommendations to improve on future
development of the temporary bus terminal, service delivery, and public safety
and health.
The evaluation of the temporary terminal was organised into two (2) stages as
per below.
1.

Terminal Design Inspection
In this stage, the terminal was assessed in terms of safety for the public
and the terminal users. In completing this evaluation, a field
reconnaissance was carried out with a complete visual documentation of
the terminal. In successfully evaluating the temporary terminal design
and set up, a planned and systematic approach was adopted as per
below.

a.
		
		
		
		
		
		
b.
		
		
		
c.
		
		
		
		
		
		
d.
		
		
		

Series of interview was conducted during the temporary bus
terminal operation with the management (LPKP, UDA Holdings
and MeCD) to acquire basic information such as the quantity of
the express bus flow in and out of the terminal, the cost estimation
of the set up, the working schedule of the terminal, the details of
agencies involved and the modus operandi of the management
on the terminal.
Information on the location of Bukit Jalil was studied to estimate
the distance and accessibility of public transport to and from
Puduraya. This was done to compare the feasibility of the bus
terminal serving trips to the Southern Region of the peninsular.
Observation, field measurement and terminal layout sketches
were taken for assessment purposes during the 15th of
September to 6th of October 2008. Detail field measurement was
carried out to get the dimension on the facilities provided such as
tents size, bus berth dimension and distance of crossing of
the pedestrian to and from the facilities and public amenities
provided in the terminal.
A proper selection of the most suitable spots to observe the traffic
conditions outside and inside the terminal area was carried out.
Several spots were identified based on the view from which the
observer could capture a wide area of the terminal.
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e.
		
		
		
f.
		
		
		
		
g.
		
		
2.

A speed laser detector was used to take speed readings outside
the terminal area. This was done in order to obtain
the 85th percentile speed of vehicles and buses travelling along
Jalan Merah Cagar in front of the temporary terminal.
Special observation was made to identify the location and point
of conflict between the pedestrian and the motorised vehicles
within the internal and external terminal area. These special
observations were noted down on the terminal sketches for
further analysis.
Video recording was made for one (1) hour at various locations in
order to record the activity within the vicinity of the temporary
bus terminal.

Terminal User Perception
In the second stage, a survey regarding user perception on the terminal
safety aspects was conducted. This survey form consists of close ended,
open ended and Likert scale questions. It was divided into six sections
which consist of demographic profile, safety and health, convenient,
comfort, facilities provided and overall perception. The method used
to measure the perception of terminal users was through self-administered
survey. A sample of 300 terminal users was selected for this study. Among
the safety aspects being asked were the feasibility of the location of the
terminal, the appropriateness of the facility provided, the traffic warden
and the presence of the security personnel.
This report is aimed at highlighting the safety issues with regard to the
use of the existing parking space as a temporary express bus terminal.
The issues being addressed are as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.

the safety implication of the existing site condition;
the safety issues around the vicinity of the terminal;
the safety issues inside the terminal; and
the safety aspect during the terminal operation.
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5.

The Operational Set-up of the Terminal

The leading organisers were UDA Holdings and the National Sports Complex
by which UDA Holdings coordinated and maintained the daily operation of
the temporary terminal. The set-up of the temporary bus terminal is shown in
Figure 1. In general the terminal consists of bus platforms, waiting areas, ticket
and information counter, security posts, public facilities and food stalls.
The temporary terminal was meant to operate similar to a permanent terminal.
According to the organisers at one of MIROS post-interview, the terminal was
operating for a maximum of 16 hours before and after the Hari Raya. The terminal
was at full capacity only at peak hours which is at noon (11am–12pm), afternoon
(2–6pm) and late evening (9–12pm). Moreover according to the organiser, the
temporary terminal could cater large number of buses at one time. This is proven
when the recorded buses entering the terminal are about 500 buses per day. To
sum up, the temporary terminal was operating successfully and has the same
capacity similar to the permanent terminal.
The National Sports Complex provided security personnel to safeguard the
terminal compound, as it was located in their property area. Plate 1 shows some of
the security personnel guarding the main entrance. Other agencies also provided
supports in terms of monetary and other contributions such as portable toilets
by Kuala Lumpur City Council (DBKL), manpower from the Royal Malaysian
Police (PDRM) and the Road Transport Department (JPJ), and road maintenance
by Public Works Department (JKR). A total of 47 bus companies set up their
service counters and routed their bus services at this terminal. In short, looking
at the successful implementation of the temporary express bus terminal, same
efforts should be maintained or improved by participating agencies for future
temporary bus terminal.
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Plate 1 Security personnel at the main entrance to the terminal

There are various facilities that were set up in the terminal which provided
according to the needs and demands from the public and bus operators. Below
are the descriptions of the temporary facilities being set-up.

Main Waiting Area
The main waiting tent consists of 14 white canopies attached together to cover
an area of about 740 m2 . Plastic chairs were provided for the convenience of
passengers waiting for their bus services. Mist-fans were also provided for the
comfort of the passengers. Plate 2 shows the main waiting area for passengers.

Plate 2 Main waiting area
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Ticket Counters
Ticket counters were placed next to the main waiting area. Five canopies were
erected to house 24 ticket counters. Each bus company occupied a ticket counter
which consists of a table and chairs for the staff. Plate 3 below shows ticket
counters at the terminal.

Plate 3 Ticket counters

Bus Bays and Waiting Tents
Passengers who were ready to board the bus would wait at this tent. It consisted
of a single Arabian-type white canopy and some chairs. These were located at
each platform. Plate 4 shows waiting tents at bus boarding bay.

Plate 4 Waiting tent at bus boarding bay
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Shuttle Bus Drop-off/Pick-up Point
There were canopies in place to indicate the drop-off/pick-up zone for passengers
brought over from Puduraya. The shuttle buses would stop at a designated area
and the staging area could accommodate three buses at a time. The passengers
would then either proceed to the main waiting area or straight to the boarding
area to check the arrivals of their buses. Plate 5 below shows the shuttle bus
staging area.

Plate 5 Shuttle bus drop-off/pick-up point

Bus Platforms
There were six platforms that could each accommodate six buses at a time. Each
platform was actually made up of two rows of parking bays. Each row of parking
bay consists of 46 parking lots. Plate 6 below shows the six platforms that were
set-up.

Plate 6 Bus platforms
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Food Stalls
There were also food and beverages operators occupying the bus terminal as
shown in Plate 7 below. Canopies as well as tables and chairs were provided for
the convenience of the passengers.

Plate 7 Food stalls

Toilets
In addition to the existing toilets, temporary toilets were also provided to cater
to the thousands of passengers who thronged the bus terminal each day. Plate 8
shows the toilets that were provided to the terminal users.

Plate 8 Existing toilet (left) and temporary toilet (right) at the terminal.

Surau
Two prayer rooms were also provided for the convenience of Muslim passengers
to perform their daily prayers. Each room was made up of two canopies with
side canvas. Plate 9 shows the prayer rooms at the terminal.

Plate 9 Prayer rooms (Surau) for Muslims
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Luggage Area
These were provided near the main waiting area for passengers to store their
belongings. This is especially needed by those who did not want to carry their
luggage as they walk around the terminal.

The Management Office
The operation of the terminal was controlled and monitored by UDA Holdings
in a cabin-type office. Announcements on the arrival and departure of buses
were made by its staff in this office.

Enforcement Agencies
Booths for enforcement personnel were set-up to enable them to carry out their
duties. The Road Transport Department (JPJ), the Commercial Vehicle Licensing
Board (LPKP), the Computerised Vehicle Inspection Centre (PUSPAKOM), and
the Royal Malaysian Police (PDRM) were the enforcement agencies on duty to
ensure the safe conditions of buses as well as the welfare of passengers.

Information Guides
At the temporary express bus terminal, the users were provided with useful
information on the terminal amenities and services. A billboard, as seen in Plate
10, was placed at the main entrance and in the main waiting tent to inform the
public and terminal users on the location of the bus platforms. It also indicated
helpful information regarding location of various amenities and services provided
by the terminal management. In brief, with sufficient supply of information on
the terminal, the public will not be misinformed.

Plate 10 Information banner of the temporary terminal
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Figure 2 Temporary express bus terminal operation flow chart

The inflow of passengers and vehicle into the temporary terminal was seen
organised and well coordinated. Similar to the existing Puduraya Bus Terminal,
passengers could get to the temporary bus terminal by several means of transport
such as the taxis, shuttle buses, LRT and private vehicles. However, as shown in
Figure 2, only two modes of transport are allowed to enter the terminal and they
are the shuttle buses (shuttle buses from Puduraya) and the express buses. Taxi
and private cars are not allowed to enter. Departing passengers that came by
these modes are dropped off outside of the terminal compound or alongside Jalan
Merah Cagar. To conclude, the influx of passengers and vehicle are coordinated
systematically giving the entry priority only to the shuttle and express buses.
Passengers from Puduraya will have the convenience to use shuttle buses that
would take them to the temporary terminal. In many cases, passengers who
wanted to travel to the South and unknowingly arrive at Puduraya would have
been directed to use the shuttle buses to Bukit Jalil once they purchase their
tickets. Nevertheless, passengers are required to pay a flat rate fee of RM 3.00 for
the trip. The trip to Bukit Jalil would take around 30 to 45 minutes, depending
on the traffic. Once arrive, the passengers were off loaded at the shuttle bus
drop-off/pick-up point. However, the shuttle bus will not linger long inside the
temporary terminal as they need to travel back to Puduraya. In a big picture, the
shuttle bus service from Puduraya has given passengers convenience but their
travel time to the South would have to extend up to 30 minutes depending on the
traffic in Kuala Lumpur.
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According to the modus operandi, firstly, each and every express buses entering
the temporary terminal was registered and validated at the main entrance by the
Management before arrival announcement be aired to the waiting passengers.
Secondly, these express buses would then drop off arriving passengers inside the
terminal before they were then ushered towards the JPJ and Police Inspection
tents for vehicle and driver inspection, as seen in Plate 11. Subsequently,
inspection of the buses would take several minutes and if any of these buses
failed the test made by the authorities, the driver and the bus would be either
held for investigation or be ushered out of the terminal. After passing the strict
test, the buses will then proceed into their designated berth, ready to receive
departing passengers. Then, every bus operator would submit a formal request
to the Management at the Operation tent to request for announcement before
any departing announcement is made to the waiting passengers, as seen in Plate
12. Finally, the express buses would dwell for about 30 to 45 minutes before
departing after three consecutive announcements at 15 minutes interval being
made by the Management. In conclusion, the movement of express buses
is seemed to be well organised and coordinated under the UDA Holdings
Management.

Plate 11 JPJ and Police inspection tents

Plate 12 Announcements being made in the Management Office
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6.

Safety Assessment: The Existing Site Condition

The topography inside the parking space is ideal to be used as a terminal area. As
mentioned earlier, the space for the terminal is normally used as a public parking
lot. From MIROS’ observation, it was found that the space is topographically flat
without any permanent structure or building situated in it, as seen in Plate 13. This
allows the bus drivers a clear view of the whole area, especially the movement of
pedestrians. In addition, the space is built with many parking dividers or parking
median, made of raised road curbs, on which pedestrians can take refuge when
walking from one platform to another. This is another advantage of the area to be
used as a place with high interaction between vulnerable road users and vehicles.
In brief, the existing features of the parking lot support its use as a temporary bus
terminal area.

Plate 13 Flat topographical feature of the temporary terminal

The existing features of the area allowed the temporary terminal to be operated
at night. This is due to the fact that there are lighting poles installed to light up
the parking spaces as seen in Plate 14. The lighting poles are installed on the
road curbs and spaced at approximately 10 m apart. However, no flood lights
or spot lights are provided to light up other areas such as the bus runway. These
are important in the terminal area so that pedestrian movement like crossing
between platforms can be clearly seen at night. Besides, a brightly lit terminal
could also discourage the occurrence of crimes in the area. In short, the existing
parking space was suitable to be used even during night time but more lighting
should be provided.

Plate 14 Lighting condition in the terminal
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The physical features of the external compound of the terminal have safety
implications. Firstly, the existing road in front of the terminal is going downhill
from the LRT Station towards the terminal at a gradient of 7% (Plate 15). When
traffic is low, upon our video observations, vehicles tend to move faster as
they descent downhill towards the terminal. Secondly, there are also excessive
landscapes along the roadside around the perimeter of the terminal compound
which obstructed the drivers’ view of the entrance. Consequently, these have
resulted in: (1) vehicles intending to enter the terminal missing and overshooting
the entrance; (2) then these vehicles could make sudden stop; and finally (3) the
through traffic vehicles were seen making evasive manoeuvres to avoid these
vehicles. Therefore, based on our observations, the physical features of the
external compound have the potential for traffic accidents.

Plate 15 7% gradient from LRT station towards the entrance

Another disadvantage of the existing features of the terminal is the steep exit
path. Through rough estimation, it is found out that the slope at the exit path
is running at 15%, as seen in Plate 16. At that rate, the express buses were seen
struggling in climbing and would take a significant burst of power to push itself
to exit. Besides emitting more smoke and noise, these buses tend to fall back
a little and risk hitting other buses behind or the pedestrians crossing between
buses. Another safety concern is that buses exiting the terminal had reduced sight
distance to the main traffic. Their obstructed line of sight was due to an inclined
position of the bus on the slope, and also to the presence of some landscapes on
the roadside. Similarly, vehicles on the main road had a restricted sight distance
to the exiting buses and risk colliding with the latter. In brief, the exit road out of
the terminal has a steep slope that caused difficulties to the bus movement and
subsequently hindering a smooth traffic movement on the main road.
The problem of poor sight distance was also observed at the terminal exit.
Firstly, this was due to the exit path joining the road at a curve, as seen in
Plate 16. Secondly, the lines of sight of both drivers (through traffic and buses)
were blocked by excessive landscaping. As a result of this, vehicles on the left
lane might need to brake or slow down to avoid unseen buses coming out from
the terminal. This was another safety problem that could result in rear-end
accidents as fast moving vehicles might not respond quick enough to stop upon
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seeing exiting buses at a curve. In short, due to combination effects of the exit
at the curve and the excessive landscape could lead to accidents in front of the
temporary terminal exits.

15 %
Plate 16 Terminal exits in a curve (left) and excessive landscape (right)

The inadequate turning space for buses at the exit had also caused traffic
congestion during the operation of the temporary terminal. Many observations,
as seen in Plate 17, indicated that buses exiting were seen making excessive
turning movement into the Jalan Merah Cagar. This is because that the buses
had to negotiate a sharp curve in order to enter the main road and merge with
the traffic immediately. When the buses made a large turning movement, they
subsequently encroached into the fast lane of the main road. When this scenario
occurs, the two lanes of Jalan Merah Cagar had reduced into one resulted in the
traffic to experience a bottle-neck at the exit of the temporary terminal, and thus
congestion took place. To sum up, the small turning room for the buses to exit
had contributed significantly to the congestion at Jalan Merah Cagar during the
operation of the temporary express bus terminal.

Plate 17 Buses exiting – encroached into other lane and disrupted the traffic
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7.

Safety Assessment: The Terminal Vicinity

The temporary bus terminal can be easily accessed by the public. Pedestrians
were seen moving into the terminal from various locations in Bukit Jalil sports
center compound. Map 2 indicates the pedestrian generated location. There are
four pedestrian generators that can be identified outside the temporary terminal.
Pedestrians are generated from the LRT station, bus stand, taxis stand and the
car park area north to the hockey stadium. The distance from the terminal to the
LRT station is 200 m. Based on claims made by Pushkarev and Zupan (1975),
state that pedestrian will typically not walk more than a mile to work and more
than half a mile to catch a bus, and 80% of their distances travelled were less than
1 000 m. This is in line with the survey conducted by MIROS, which the results
indicate that 59.2% of the respondents agreed that the distance from LRT station
to terminal was reasonable. In summary, the terminal is strategically located for
public access.

Map 2 Pedestrian generated location

Public walking from the LRT station towards the temporary terminal is well
protected and sheltered by the covered walkways along Jalan Merah Cagar. Based
on observation outside the terminal, the LRT station is connected by a covered
and raised walkway for pedestrians on both sides along the Jalan Merah Cagar
as shown in Plate 18. The walkway is measured to be 3 m in width with a 2.4
height clearance of the roof top. The walkway surface is paved with interlocking
bricks while the drainage alongside is covered substantially. On both sides of
the walkway, are taxi lay by and stands for easy drop off. Based on MIROS’
inspection, pedestrians originated from the taxi and bus stand conveniently
make their way to the temporary bus terminal by make use of the walkway.
To conclude, the public mainly the pedestrians are well protected with decent
walkway facility that would ensure comfort and safety along Jalan Merah Cagar.
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Plate 18 Covered and raised pedestrian walkway

Based on analysis, the covered walkway outside of the terminal was running at
Level of Service A during the terminal operation. As stated earlier, the covered
walkway width is 3 m wide and 2.4 m high. In accordance to the Highway
Capacity Manual (HCM), in order to determine the performance of the covered
walkway alongside the temporary express bus terminal, the pedestrian unit flow
rate within 15 minutes was used. The results showed that there was a recorded of
213 pedestrians within 15 minutes at a section of the walkway. Subsequently, the
pedestrian unit flow rate is running at 4.7p/min/m. Thus, referring to HCM, the
Level of Service (LOS) of the covered walkway was going at the Level of Service
A. At this level, it is interpreted that pedestrian is moving at the desired paths
without altering their movement in response to other pedestrians and walking
speeds are freely selected, and conflicts between pedestrians are unlikely to
happen, as seen in Plate 19. In conclusion, the existing covered walkway around
the terminal vicinity was servicing the public effectively.

Plate 19 Walkway with LOS A
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Observation shows that pedestrians are crossing the road haphazardly. Even
though there is an overhead pedestrian bridge provided as shown in Plate 20, it
is not being fully utilised by pedestrians to cross the road. There were basically
two crossing locations as shown in Figure 3. An approximate 300 pedestrians
per hour was observed crossing the road haphazardly at these two locations
(peak-hour observation during 19th September until 1st of October 2008 between
10.00am to 12.00pm hours). It is evident that there is pedestrian crossing the
road without using proper crossing facility. However, the median along Jalan
Merah Cagar has been used as a crossing facility during the time of the terminal
operation. Based on observation the presence of the 2 m median has allowed the
pedestrian to cross the four-lane road in staggered manner thus reducing the
pedestrians crossing time. This is due to the presence of the median which has
created a refuge for the pedestrians to cross safely into the terminal as shown in
Plate 21. In summary, the public has adapted the use of the median as a crossing
facility rather than the overhead bridge.

Plate 20 Overhead pedestrian bridge

Figure 3 Pedestrian movement within the vicinity of the temporary terminal
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Plate 21 Median as refuge for pedestrian crossing

The maintenance works on the pedestrian overhead bridge posed a hazard to the
public during the early weeks of the bus terminal operation. The works involved
the removal of the old roof of the pedestrian bridge, as seen in Plate 22. Moreover,
there was a lot of sharp plastic debris left on the bridge floor which could harm
pedestrians. To make matters worse, the works area on the pedestrian bridge
was not blockaded. In conclusion, pedestrians were discouraged and risked
themselves while utilising the facility due to the poor and untimely maintenance
work.

Plate 22 The pedestrian bridge under repair

Plate 23 Traffic condition at Jalan Merah Cagar
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Throughout the bus terminal operation, congestion during peak hours poses a
significant risk to the public especially pedestrian. Congestion occurred during
peak hours when the four-lane dual carriageway road was seen reduced to a
single lane road on each direction. This is because of the left-hand side lane
was taken up by private vehicles, buses and taxis who were seen parking while
waiting for passengers. As seen in Plate 23, this traffic situation had interrupted
the normal traffic operations during peak hours. In taking advantage of stalled
vehicles, motorcycles were seen weaving indiscriminately through the traffic.
In considering safety implications to the public, pedestrians crossing the road
during this time faced the risk of being hit by weaving motorcycles. In summary,
public who favours crossing haphazardly during peak hours risked themselves
into accident.

8.

Safety Assessment : The Terminal Compound

The terminal users were not protected and their movement in the terminal was not
properly channelized. Terminal users who walked into the temporary terminal
via the main entrance were seen going to either the main waiting area (63%) or to
other parts of the terminal facilities (37%), as seen in Plate 24. Due to the absence
of proper instructions or guided signage, this 37% of the terminal users were
seen approaching to other parts of the terminal and were seen crossing to the
bus platforms at various locations. Meanwhile, those who entered the terminal
via shuttle buses had no proper walking path to the main waiting area as seen in
Plate 25. This consequently risks them to be hit by buses and other motorized
vehicles in the terminal. This is in line with the surveyed carried out which
indicated that 33.5% respondents agreed that they felt unsafe when crossing
from the Rapid KL bus to the main waiting area. The survey also indicated
that 45% respondents felt that they feel unsafe when walking around the bus
terminal. In conclusion, the safety of the terminal users was compromised and
they felt unsafe because they were not protected and not properly channelized
and segregated from other vehicles.

Plate 24 Public moving into main waiting area (left) and bus bay waiting area (right)
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Plate 25 Passenger crossing dangerously at the 		
shuttle bus drop off point

There was no dedicated entrance for the public to enter the terminal and sharing
of entrance with the buses had caused a significant risk for the pedestrians. Upon
observation, it was found out that the only way the public could enter the terminal
was either through the main entrance or the exit. Therefore, the public needs
to share space with buses when going into the terminal and this has exposed
the pedestrians to the movement of buses since there is close proximity between
them as seen in Plate 26. In one occasion, when one bus enters the terminal,
the bus had to negotiate a small space to turn immediately to their next check
point and hence took up a large turning area. Hence, pedestrian flow space was
compromised and restricted. In many cases, it was observed that the buses had to
make sudden evasive manoeuvre to avoid colliding with pedestrian flow in and
out of the terminal. In summary, there is a considerable risk for pedestrians to get
injured by the buses that shared the same path at the terminal entrance.

Plate 26 Pedestrians and buses shared the same space

The drop off point for the returning express buses into the terminal was not
suitable. There are many occasions where several returning buses stopped at
the exit point of the platforms and sometimes near the main entrance to drop
off passengers, as seen in Plates 27 and 28. These locations are not appropriate
because of safety implications to terminal users. This is because passengers who
arrived will have to cross several platforms to reach either the shuttle bus pickup point or the main entrance of the terminal. Moreover it is absolutely unsafe
for the terminal users because they are traversing unprotected and sharing the
express bus lane as their walking path. Again, they are exposed to risk of being
hit by buses moving in the terminal. In conclusion, the drop off locations for
the returning express buses were not seen suitable that could lead to safety
implications and inconveniences to the terminal users.
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Plate 27 Buses dropping passengers in front of platforms (left) and at entrance (right)

Plate 28 Passengers alighted from the express bus
in front of the platforms 2, 3 and 4

9.

Safety Assessment: Terminal Operation

There exists a risk of head-on collision between circulating buses in the terminal
compound. In principle, a bus terminal should be set up in such a way that the
circulation of buses is separated in order to avoid path conflict which could lead to
collision. Nevertheless, there still exists a limited path conflict area in the terminal
which involved the shuttle and express buses going in the opposite direction.
Figure 4 shows the set up of the terminal bus circulation with the paths of shuttle
buses in blue line and express buses in red line. The conflict area is shown in
Figure 4 where these buses had to negotiate movement in a limited space which
can result in a physical contact or collision. Despite all effort to avoid path conflict
had been carried out, there was still a risk of head-on collision between buses at
a limited area in the compound.
The management of the terminal had put in a very good effort in regulating
traffic immediately outside the terminal. Under normal situation when the area
is not used as a temporary bus terminal, vehicles can enter the parking area
through an opening in the median directly opposite the entrance (refer to X1 in
Figure 4). Plate 29 shows the opening in the median. However, when terminal
was in operation, the opening was closed using plastic barrier and all vehicles
had to make u-turns further up the road before entering the terminal. This is a
proactive arrangement by the management in anticipation of traffic congestion
when the terminal is in operation.
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Plate 29 Median opening was closed

Several safety issues can be identified at the exit of the terminal. Firstly, there was
no personnel to help control the traffic at the exit from the terminal (refer to X3
in Figure 4). Secondly, as mentioned in the previous section, there was a problem
of poor sight distance at the terminal exit due to the unfavorable existing road
geometry and excessive landscaping. Thirdly, without the presence of traffic
controllers, the risk of accidents could increase as the continuous traffic flow
provides no gaps for the exiting buses. And finally, there was no sign to caution
approaching traffic to slow down as it approaches the exit point. In summary,
all these factors (poor sight distance, unfavorable road geometry, excessive
landscaping, no traffic controller and inadequate traffic warning signs) could
contribute to increasing the risk of accidents at the exit point.
There was a lack of attention paid by the security personnel towards the safety
of the terminal users at the entrance. Based on our observations, the security
personnel manning the entrance were assigned to regulate traffic, to screen
incoming vehicles and to ensure the overall security. However, they did not
attempt to safely regulate both the movement of traffic and terminal users at the
entrance. As mentioned earlier, observation shows that there were occurrences
where as the bus enters the terminal, the public were also seen dwelling all around
the entrance. The security personnel could have helped to enforce segregation
between buses and the terminal users. In brief, the safety of terminal users at the
entrance was not adequately attended to.
The announcements made to the passengers by the organizers were not sufficient
and effective. Ideally, a bus terminal must be able to manage the movement of
the users either through infrastructure or distribution of information. A good
management of terminal user can ensure a safer environment in terms of exposure
to vehicle movement. However, announcements made by the organizers could
only be heard in the main waiting area. This was because not all the terminal area
such as the bus bay waiting area was equipped with audio speakers. Thus, any
announcements made could not be sufficiently and clearly distributed. Moreover,
according to the user perception survey, the PA systems were not effective in
conveying information because the passengers outside the main waiting area
were not able to receive the information clearly. Consequently, many passengers
were noticed moving around with their luggage asking for information. In short,
insufficient audio coverage in the terminal had resulted in poor dissemination of
information.
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The terminal information guide was not properly placed at various strategic
locations. Again in an ideal set up, information guides should be placed at
strategic locations to allow users to plan their movement. The terminal users
was supplied with various type of posters and billboards that give information
on the locations of the bus platforms, the various amenities and the services
provided by the terminal management. However, according to our observation,
these information guides was localized to certain area and it was not well placed
around the terminal. Furthermore, these billboards did not supply the directional
arrows to state that ‘You are here’ (Anda di sini) which can be very helpful in
terms of giving some orientation to the public. These information billboards, first
of all should have been placed at strategic locations such as at: (1) all the bus bay
waiting tents; (2) the food stalls; (3) the retail stalls; (4) the shuttle bus drop-off
point; and also (5) the prayer tent. In brief, the movement of terminal users could
have been more organised if these information guides were placed strategically.
The safety and health of the terminal was not professionally taken care of in
general. According to Laws of Malaysia, under Sections 17 and 18 of Occupational
Safety and Health Act 1994 (ACT 514), the owner of a commercial premises is
responsible for the safety and health of the employees at work and also nonemployees at the place of work (Laws of Malaysia 2005). Therefore, the safety
of passengers is the responsibility of UDA Holdings as the operator of the
temporary bus terminal at Bukit Jalil. Based on this regulatory requirement,
the owner must at least appoint a person (or a group of persons) specifically
responsible for safety and health at the operating facility. Based on the briefing
given by the management, no such person was appointed. In perspective,
although the security of the terminal is well assured but the safety and health of
the environment such as fire prevention, emergency evacuation was overlooked.
There was some inconsistency of the security’s presence at the temporary
terminal. As mentioned also, security personnel were seen to be on duty all the
time, especially at the entrance to regulate traffic and passenger flow into the site.
However, the mobile police station which was parked at site was not manned
continuously as seen in Plate 30. MIROS believed that the presence of the mobile
police station was intended to stir a secure atmosphere towards the public.
However, if the mobile police station was seen regularly vacant, the public will
eventually notice it and thus the reliance towards the police to safeguard the
environment will decrease. Moreover, the mobile police station can be an icon
of reference to the public if they need any help for direction or for emergency
purposes. This is because, the mobile police station appearance stood out among
the rest of the facilities in the terminal. To sum up, the constant presence of
security is needed in order to maintain and enforce the security at the temporary
express bus terminal.
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Plate 30 The presence of security at the temporary terminal

In accordance to the Safety and Health aspect, the public must be protected at
all times. However, the public especially the passengers moving towards the
platform was not well protected and guided. As mentioned earlier, this is because
there was no clear marking for crossing and proper designated walking path for
passenger within the terminal area. Such arrangement is important in order to
prevent any accident involving moving vehicles (buses, taxis, and private cars
within the terminal). Highest risk is observed around the platform path in the
terminal where passengers were crossing in several directions while at the same
time vehicles were entering the platform as seen in Plate 31. In summary, in
order to minimize the risk of accidents involving passengers and buses, a proper
crossing and walk path needs to be introduced in the temporary express bus
terminal.

Plate 31 Passengers are at risk when crossing in the temporary terminal

The public especially the passengers was not constantly reminded on the
safety precaution during the terminal operation. As mentioned earlier, there
were announcements made from the management for every bus arrival and
departure. Aside for the lost and found announcements being made, there was
no announcement made on reminding the public on the safety precaution of
being around the terminal. For example, passengers should be reminded not to
walk across in front of the bus platforms while the buses are about to depart. The
passengers should also be reminded constantly to wait inside the bus bay waiting
tents rather than outside or next to the buses as seen in Plate 32. To conclude,
constant reminder on safety issues was seen necessary in order to ensure the
awareness of the public towards safety precdution inside the terminal.
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Plate 32 Passengers should be reminded to use
the waiting tents provided

The design of the terminal exposed the user to air pollution from smoke of the
buses’ exhaust pipes. The survey revealed that the terminal is perceived to be
polluted with smoke where more than half of the respondents (69.49%) agreed
that the smoke from the bus causes pollution and cause harm to their health.
Moreover, slightly half of the respondents (47.43%) felt uncomfortable while
being in the bus terminal. In supporting these results, the terminal users are
actually exposed extensively to the smoke from the buses due to the fact that the
engines were not turned off. To sum up, based on the findings, the terminal users
are aware that the smoke from the buses could bring hazardous to their health if
continuously exposed.
The fire emergency plan for the temporary terminal is not seen to be available.
According to the Safety and Health regulations, fire emergency plan must be in
place for any public infrastructure. Although the terminal is open but the public
is overly exposed to fumes and some minor petrol spillage from the buses. These
substances could be easily ignited and could cause catastrophic circumstances
involving the public and also the buses. Observation has proven that there
were no fire safety measures visible and no fire extinguishers were seen at site.
It is not known whether security personnel were trained in using portable fire
extinguishers, or know the exact locations of fire extinguishers, if they are kept at
strategic locations. In conclusion, the public was at greater risk in getting harm
by fire due to the fact that there was no fire emergency plan prepared by the
terminal organisers.
A survey was conducted by MIROS to assess the perception on safety aspects
by terminal users on the operation and facilities provided at the terminal. The
results of the survey are shown in Chart 1.
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Chart 1 Passengers perceptions towards safety aspects of terminal operations

Results revealed that there are several aspects which the terminal users perceived
to be satisfactory. The aspects are presented as below:
i.

Traffic warden in controlling the traffic. – Based on the survey,
79% of the respondents felt that the presence of traffic warden has eased
traffic congestion especially during peak period which allows safe
crossings among terminal users.

ii.

Bus platforms. – Based on the survey, 72% of the respondents felt
that the arrangement of bus platforms is strategically located and has
allowed them to systematically boarding and alighting.

iii.

Main waiting area. – Based on the survey, 71% of the respondents
felt that the waiting area has provided them a place to gather and wait
for their buses while reducing their risk of exposure to traffic. Furthermore,
they have expressed their confidence towards the safety within the
waiting area.

iv.

Bus bay waiting tents. – Based on the survey, 59% of the respondents
felt that the bus bay waiting tents were set up at strategic locations.
Furthermore they also felt that the bus bay waiting tents has provided
them a convenient area while waiting to board the bus.
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10. Discussion
In order to have an in depth evaluation on the safety deficiencies, the findings
from the assessment were then compared to the recommended good practice as
shown in Table 1, for a standard bus terminal. It is noted that these recommended
standards is being widely practiced for a permanent bus terminal which was
based on: (1) Transportation Planning Handbook; (2) U.S. Highway Capacity
Manual; and (3) TCRP Report 125, Transport Cooperative Research Program. In
order to evaluate a temporary express bus terminal, the basic requirements for
a permanent bus terminal was taken into consideration as a general guidelines
which can be implemented on a temporary basis. These general guidelines were
selected based on safety features in a bus terminal which can safeguard the
public, terminal users and bus drivers. The safety feature which was taken into
consideration was based on several bus terminal set-up criteria as listed below:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

bus terminal location;
bus terminal temporary infrastructure;
bus terminal basic design;
bus berth design;
passenger platform design;
pedestrian facilities (the terminal vicinity);
terminal user facilities (inside the terminal);
waiting area;
terminal security; and
traffic and safety management.

The safety features from these recommended practices are considered for
incorporation into the temporary bus terminal set-up which can be seen in
Table 1.
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Table 1 Evaluation of temporary express bus terminal set-up
Basic bus terminal
requirements

Desirable/recommended
standard

Implemented in the
temporary express bus
terminal

Remark

Walking distance less than
400 m

200 m from the nearest public
transportation and parking area

Complied

Flat

Flat

Complied

1.0

Bus Terminal Location

1.1

Destination accessibility to
pedestrian destination

1.2

Topography

2.0

Bus Terminal Temporary Infrastructure

2.1

Bus entry and exit view

2.2

Pedestrian connections to other
modes

Direct access

Direct access

Complied

2.3

Transit and express bus runway

Separated

Not separated

Not complied

2.4

Pedestrian/terminal user
entrance

Separated from bus entrance

Not separated

Not complied

2.5

Location of loading and
unloading platform

Loading and unloading
platforms must be clearly
designated

Unloading platform not clearly
designated

Not complied

2.6

Lightings on all platforms,
waiting area and other
amenities

To be made sufficient

Sufficient to the minimum to
cover just the waiting area

Complied

3.0

Bus Terminal Basic Design

3.1

Bus lane width (minimum)

3.35 m

6m

Complied

3.2

Number of runway

2

2

Complied

3.3

Double runway width
(minimum)

6.1 m

7.5 m

Complied

3.4

Ramping grade – entrance and
exit (minimum)

Flat (0.5% - 1.0%)

Flat (entrance)
15% (exit)

Not complied

3.5

Bus circulation design in the
terminal

Single flow

Two-way flow exists at certain
runway section

Not complied

3.6

Outer turning radius – entrance
and exit (minimum)

14 m

6.3 m (entry),
9.3 m (exit)

Not complied

3.7

Inner turning radius – entrance
and exits (minimum)

8m

3.7 m (entry),
6.7 m (exit)

Not complied

3.8

Side clearance

0.3 m

1m

Complied

3.9

Headroom clearance

3.66 m

Not applicable due to open air
design

Complied

No view obstruction from the Excessive landscape obstructing Not complied
main traffic
the view
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(Table 1 continued)
Basic bus terminal
requirements

Desirable/recommended
standard

Implemented in the
temporary express bus
terminal

Remark

4.0

Bus Berth Design

4.1

Transit bus loading and
unloading areas design

Shallow saw-tooth platforms

Shallow and parallel platform

Not complied

4.2

Express bus loading and
unloading area design

Closely stack saw tooth

Closely stack parallel platform

Not complied

4.3

Presence of physical barriers

Curbs, medians, fences,
bollards, shrubs

Curbs, medians

Complied

4.4

Loading and unloading berth
design

Continuous flat surface

Continuous flat surface

Complied

4.5

Loading and unloading berth
width

4m

5m

Complied

5.0

Passenger Platform Design

5.1

Platform design

Flat and raised

Flat

5.2

Passenger visibility

Flashing lights, mirror or
warning signs

Not available

Pedestrian hand rail or
temporary cones

Not available

5.3

Protection measures

6.0

Pedestrian Facilities (Terminal Vicinity)

6.1

Sidewalks design

6.2

Sidewalks minimum width

6.3

Lighting on sidewalks

6.4

Not complied
Not complied
Not complied

Raised, clear obstruction and
covered

Raised, clear and covered

Complied

1.2 m

3m

Complied

Adequate

Adequate

Complied

Pedestrian crossing

Raised crosswalk, zebra hatch
or overhead bridge

Overhead bridge

Complied

6.5

Pedestrian crossing signage

Pedestrian crossing ahead sign

Not available

Not complied

6.6

Facilities for the handicapped

Ramps, semi-mountable curb,
hand rail

Not available

Not complied

7.0

Terminal User Facilities (Inside the terminal)

7.1

Sidewalks design

Raised, clear obstruction and
covered

Not available

Not complied

7.2

Sidewalks minimum width

1.2 m

Not available

Not complied

7.3

Terminal user crossing

Raised crosswalk or zebra hatch

Not available

Not complied

7.4

Terminal user crossing signage

Pedestrian crossing ahead sign

Not available

Not complied

7.5

Information counter

To be made available

Available

Complied

7.6

Public announcement system

Wide coverage

Limited coverage

Not complied
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(Table 1 continued)
Basic bus terminal
requirements
8.0

Waiting Area

8.1

Means of sheltering (temporary)

8.2

Waiting area design

8.3

Cooling system (temporary)

9.0

Terminal Security

9.1

Security personnel

9.2

Security post (temporary)

9.3

Security camera

Desirable/recommended
standard

Implemented in the
temporary express bus
terminal

Remark

Canopy

Canopy

Complied

Flat and raised surface

Flat but not raised

Not complied

Misty fan or air conditioner

Misty fan

Complied

To be made available

Available

Complied

Canopy, cabin

Mobile police station

Complied

To be made available

Not available

Not complied

10.0 Traffic and Safety Management
10.1

Traffic calming

Bumps, humps, raised
crosswalk

Not available

Not complied

10.2

Traffic warden

To be made available

Available

Complied

10.3

Safety officer

To be appointed

Not appointed

Not complied

10.4

Emergency response plan

To be made available
according to SHE

Not available

Not complied

10.5

Fire fighting equipment

To be made available

Not available

Not complied

Total Safety Compliance				

22/48

Total Safety Non-Compliance 				

26/48

In general, the temporary express bus terminal met 46% of the safety practice
elements. Based on Table 1, there are a total of 48 safety practice elements grouped
into 10 main requirements. Out of this total, the temporary express bus terminal
complied with 22 number of elements. The list below reveals the percentage of
safety compliance with respect to bus terminal set-up requirements:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

bus terminal location – 100% (2/2);
bus terminal temporary infrastructure – 33% (2/6);
bus terminal basic design – 55% (5/9);
bus berth design – 60% (3/5);
passenger platform design – 0% (0/3);
pedestrian facilities (the terminal vicinity) – 67% (4/6);
terminal user facilities (inside the terminal) – 17% (1/6);
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8.
9.
10.

waiting area – 67% (2/3);
terminal security – 67% (2/3); and
traffic and safety management – 20% (1/5).

The bus terminal set-up requirements which have the most safety compliance
(60% above) are the: (1) bus terminal location; (2) pedestrian facilities (the terminal
vicinity); (3) bus berth design; (4) waiting area; and (5) the terminal security setup. The two lowest percentage of compliance falls on the passenger platform
design and terminal user facilities (inside the terminal).
The passenger platform design requirement failed to comply with safety
standards because the design platform was not raised and there was no protection
for the terminal users from the bus. In safeguarding the terminal users, raised
platform would be ideal because it would increase visibility of the passengers,
but for obvious reason that the terminal was set up for a temporary basis, the
passenger platform was not raised. The visibility of the passengers could be
improved if there were sufficient measures such as mirrors, warning signs or
flashing lights being installed at the platforms. Only when these measures are
presence will then compensate the ‘raised platform’ requirements.
The terminal user facilities inside the terminal also failed to conform with the
safety standard because the basic facilities for protecting the pedestrian from the
buses were not provided. The basic facilities needed for protecting the terminal
users are: (1) pedestrian crossing and; (2) sidewalk facilities. As mentioned above,
it is not feasible to construct permanent facilities at the temporary terminal;
however, this can be substituted by providing other measures such as cones,
blinking warning lights, temporary crossing signage, plastic barriers and others.
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11. Recommendations
Table 2 shows the recommended steps in improving the temporary terminal
which can be applied in future set-up. These recommended steps are reflected
from the non-safety compliance which was discussed previously and these
steps can be implemented at the same site of the terminal which most of it are
temporary.
Table 2 Recommendations for future temporary express bus terminal set-up
Basic bus terminal
requirements

Desirable/
recommended
standard

Implemented in the
temporary express bus
terminal

Recommendation

No view obstruction from
the main traffic

Excessive landscape
obstructing the view

Remove or trim some of
the landscape especially
at the entrance and exit,
or install mirrors at the
entrance or exit for view
improvement.

Separated

Not separated

Separate the runways
by designing a separate
route or scheduling bus
entrance to avoid mixing
of transit or express bus in
the terminal.

1.0

Bus Terminal Temporary Infrastructure

1.1

Bus entry and exit view

1.2

Transit and express bus runway

1.3

Pedestrian/ terminal user
entrance

Separated from bus
entrance

Not separated

Allow for different entrance for the pedestrian
to enter the terminal.
Bus entrance should be
far way from pedestrian
entrance.

1.4

Location of loading and
unloading platform

Loading and unloading
platforms must be clearly
designated

Unloading platform not
clearly designated

Allow for proper and clear
marking or signage for
arriving buses to unload
passengers. Loading and
unloading platforms must
be separated.

2.0

Bus Terminal Basic Design

2.1

Ramping grade – entrance and
exit (minimum)

Flat (0.5% - 1.0%)

Flat (entrance)
15% (exit)

Construct a gentler profile
for the exits by extending the ramp or install a
temporary traffic light at
the main road to allow bus
exit with adequate gap.

2.2

Bus circulation design in the
terminal

Single flow

Two-way flow exists at
certain runway section

Re-design the bus
circulation to eliminate any
two-way flow or provide a
temporary barrier to act as
median.
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(Table 2 continued)
Basic bus terminal
requirements

Desirable/
recommended
standard

Implemented in the
temporary express bus
terminal

Recommendation

2.3

Outer turning radius – entrance
and exit (minimum)

14 m

6.3 m (entry),
9.3 m (exit)

2.4

Inner turning radius – entrance
and exits (minimum)

8m

3.7 m (entry),
6.7 m (exit)

Enlarging the entrance
and exit or assigning traffic
warden to manage the
traffic on the main road
to allow bus exit with
adequate gap.

3.0

Bus Berth Design

3.1

Transit bus loading and
unloading areas design

Shallow saw-tooth
platforms

Shallow and parallel
platform

3.2

Express bus loading and
unloading area design

Closely stack saw tooth

Closely stack parallel
platform

4.0

Passenger Platform Design

4.1

Platform design

Flat and raised

Flat

4.2

Passenger visibility

Flashing lights, mirror or
warning signs

Not available

4.3

Protection measures

Pedestrian hand rail or
temporary cones

Not available

5.0

Pedestrian Facilities (Terminal Vicinity)

5.1

Pedestrian crossing signage

5.2

Facilities for the handicapped

6.0

Terminal User Facilities (Inside terminal)

6.1

Sidewalks design

6.2

Sidewalks minimum width

6.3

Terminal user crossing

6.4

Terminal user crossing signage

Re-design the berth for bus
loading and unloading to
suit the saw-tooth design
by installing cones or
plastic barriers as markers.

Install mirrors or flashing
light at platforms as
precaution measures for
passengers to be aware
on incoming bus. Cones
or plastic barrier can also
be included for better and
clear separation between
platforms and bus runway.

Pedestrian crossing
ahead sign

Not available

Install temporary warning
signage to indicate
presence of pedestrian
crossing at strategic areas.
Assign traffic warden in
front of the terminal to
assist pedestrian to cross
the main road.

Ramps, semi-mountable
curb, hand rail

Not available

Allocate movable ramps
at platforms for disables
to ramp up onto buses or
platforms. Assign officers
to assist the disable
whenever needed.

Raised, clear obstruction
and covered

Not available

1.2 m

Not available

Include cones or plastic
barriers for clear marking of
crossing point for terminal
users. Allow for 1.2 m width
for crossing facilities.

Raised crosswalk or zebra
hatch

Not available

Pedestrian crossing
ahead sign

Not available
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(Table 2 continued)
Basic bus terminal
requirements

Desirable/
recommended
standard

Implemented in the
temporary express bus
terminal

Recommendation

Wide coverage

Limited coverage

Install speakers at the
entire bus bay waiting
tents or provide VMS
(Variable Messaging
System) at strategic
location to inform on the
bus arrival or departure.

Flat and raised surface

Flat but not raised

Provide cones, reflective
tape or plastic barriers
around the area in order
to control the entrance
and exits of terminal users.
These measures can also
provide awareness and
boundary demarcation of
limit for passengers and
buses.

To be made available

Not available

Install temporary CCTV
at strategic areas such as
at the main waiting area,
management office and
some of the bus bays
waiting area.

Bumps, humps, raised
crosswalk

Not available

Provide movable ‘bumps’ or
‘humps’ at some of the bus
runways in order to slow
down the traffic
in the terminal.

To be appointed

Not appointed

Appoint a part-time safety
officer to foresee the
overall safety management
of the terminal.

6.5

Public announcement system

7.0

Waiting Area

7.1

Waiting area design

8.0

Terminal Security

8.1

Security camera

9.0

Traffic and Safety Management

9.1

Traffic calming

9.2

Safety officer

9.3

Emergency response plan

To be made available
according to SHE

Not available

Appoint a part-time safety
officer to foresee the
overall safety management
of the terminal. Provide a
map showing the proper
escape route or assembly
point for the terminal users
to refer to whenever there
is an emergency.

9.4

Fire fighting equipment

To be made available

Not available

Supply fire extinguisher
at strategic locations such
as at the main waiting
area, management office
and some of the bus bays
waiting area.
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12. Conclusion
Several aspects with regard to the operation of the temporary express bus
terminal were assessed for its safety implications to the terminal users as well
as to the public. Assessments were carried out through site observations and
questionnaire surveys. In addition to some positive findings, the assessments also
showed some negative findings which could be improved for such operations in
the future.
Assessment of the site condition revealed that there were a few advantages
and disadvantages of the existing parking area to be used as a terminal. The
temporary terminal was operated at an existing parking area which was a flat
area with raised curbs separating the parking bays which bus platforms were
easily placed for the boarding and unloading of passengers. Built with sufficient
lightings all over the area, the place was suitable to be used as a temporary
terminal even during night time. However, there were some physical features
at the external compound which did not favor the use of the place as a terminal.
These included the steep exit road of the parking area which coupled with the
presence of landscaping at the external compound, had restricted the line of
sight of bus drivers exiting the terminal and drivers on the main road. Another
disadvantage worth to be highlighted was the inadequate turning space at the
exit which caused the exiting buses to encroach into all the lanes on the major
road. This had created congestions at the terminal exit especially during peak
hours.
The fact that the temporary terminal was located within walking distance from
several public transportation facilities had made it to be convenient for public
access. More than 50% of the respondents surveyed acknowledged the location
of the terminal to be strategic in terms of public access. Another plus point
with regard to the terminal location was the availability of pedestrian walking
facilities in the vicinity of the area such as the covered walkway and the overhead
pedestrian bridge. Except for the maintenance work carried out on the bridge
during the early weeks of the terminal operation, these facilities were in good
conditions and performing satisfactorily most of the time. Nevertheless, many
pedestrians were seen not utilising the overhead bridge to cross the main road
which might be due to the presence of median that provides them a refuge to
cross the road in stages. During congestion when the road was seen reduced to
a single lane on each direction, these pedestrians risked themselves to be hit by
weaving motorcycles.
In the terminal compound, the terminal users were not provided with designated
walking paths which could offer them some degree of protection from the buses
moving in the compound. This had caused them to walk everywhere around
the compound, even in the path of the moving buses. A good example of this
was at the entrance where they need to share a common space with the buses
to go inside the terminal. In other words, they were many conflict points at the
entrance which could be reduced with proper walking paths created for the
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terminal users. Another poor operation condition found at the terminal was the
inappropriate drop-off point of the returning buses. Passengers were dropped off
along the path of buses which was dangerous for them to walk along. This could
lead to safety implications and inconveniences to the terminal users.
The terminal operation was also one of the aspects being assessed for the safety
level. In terms of traffic movement inside and outside the terminal, there were
some improvements to be made. Although an effort to reduce congestion on the
main road was made through closing of the median opening, buses entering the
terminal were not regulated to protect the terminal users. As mentioned above,
there were conflicts at the entrance between the buses and the terminal users.
Unfortunately, there were no personnel being assigned to regulate the movement
of the buses so as to reduce the risk of accident involving terminal users. The
traffic warden stationed at the entrance was only observed to screen in-coming
vehicles and overall security. Furthermore, it was also observed that the express
buses as well as the shuttle buses moving in the terminal compound also shared
the same path at one segment of the roadway in the terminal. These buses were
moving in the opposing direction at this segment and therefore there exists a
risk of head-on collision between them. This type of traffic movement should be
avoided.
In terms of information guide to the terminal users, more signboards or other
types of information guide should be placed at strategic locations in the terminal.
This could prevent the terminal users from moving around in the terminal to
look for information which could increase their exposure to other motorized
traffic. Further, the announcement system was also need to be improved so that
the audio coverage is extended to other areas besides the main waiting tent. This
is important because information such as those related to safety precautions
(not constantly made in this case) could be disseminated to all the people in the
terminal to remind them of safety issues.
Another aspect of the terminal operation which was found to be inadequate
was the compliance to the Occupational Safety and Health Act 1994. No person
was appointed to specifically take care of the safety and health of the terminal
users during the operation of the terminal. Despite the availability of security
personnel such as the police, they were not on duty all the time to safeguard the
safety of the terminal users. An important element such as the fire emergency
plan was also not available at any of the terminal area, which according to the act
must be in place for any public infrastructure.
In conclusion, the temporary express bus terminal overall safety assessment
met 46% of the safety compliance. The total number of safety compliance for
the temporary was recorded at 48 number of compliance. Out of this total, the
temporary express bus terminal complied with 22 number of safety compliance.
The two set-up criteria which are the passenger platform design and terminal
user facilities failed most of its safety standards and should be targeted as future
improvement strategies.
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